
Safe Rigs 
 
A safe rig is one that drops the lead weight if the main line breaks.  To decide if 
your rig is safe think what will happen to the lead if your main line snaps at the 
rod tip on the cast.  If the lead is semi-fixed (temporarily attached to the hooklink 
swivel with tubing) ensure that the lead can detach from the swivel if it becomes 
snagged and slide up the mainline.  Another way to ensure that the lead drops off 
is to use a lead clip and a tail rubber.  This can be especially effective when 
fishing in weed as the tail rubber can be set loosely (or the clip trimmed down) so 
that the lead falls off on the take and the fish rises in the water on a tight line.  
This also ensures direct contact when playing the fish as there is nothing hanging 
from the line to pick up weed.  If using a helicopter (or chod) style rig the lead is 
attached directly to the end of the line.  With these rigs it is the swivel on the 
hooklink that must be able to travel up the line in the event of a breakage and 
pass over any leader knots (not lead core leaders of course as these are 
banned).  Under no circumstance should the lead be trapped between two 
swivels, be stopped with a split shot or leger stop behind the lead or be 
permanently attached to the hooklink swivel.  All of these rigs are known as 
death rigs as any fish that is in the unfortunate position of towing a fixed lead for 
a period of time will in most lakes run a high risk of getting snagged up in tree 
roots, branches, reeds or some other unseen snag.  If there is any give 
whatsoever in the snag the chances of the fish being able to break the line are 
very slim.  While this article relates to lead weights this can equally be applied to 
any other bulky item such as swimfeeders and controller floats, although at least 
with a float the fish has half a chance of being spotted and retrieved.  While using 
a barbless hook does increase the chances of a fish being able to escape a fixed 
lead this is by no means guaranteed, especially while there is tension on the line.  
Using a hooklink that is of a weaker breaking strain than the mainline can help if 
a fish becomes snagged while it is being played as in most instances the 
hooklink will then break first and the lead will be retrieved.  Remember:  
permanently fixed leads are silent killers. 


